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ABSTRACT: In experimental studies of solubilized membrane
proteins, the detergent corona inﬂuences the protein behavior
and the resulting measurement. Thus, combinations of
experimental techniques with atomistic modeling have been
used to resolve corona structural parameters and distributions.
Here, we used small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data and
molecular dynamics simulations to study a model protein−
detergent complex (PDC) consisting of aquaporin-0 and
dodecyl-β-maltoside molecules (βDDM). The corona morphology of single snapshots was found to be rough, but it is smooth
and compacted in 100-ns-scale ensemble averages. Individual
snapshots therefore were unable to accurately represent the
ensemble information as captured by experimental SAXS.
Mimicking of annular lipids by detergent was also observed. SAXS prediction using diﬀerent published methods was used to
identify optimal βDDM numbers. Explicit-solvent methods predicted best agreement using 290-βDDM PDCs, but implicitsolvent methods gave unclear predictions due to overcompensation by free solvation-layer density parameters. Thus, ensemblebased approaches and physically motivated constraints will help to extract structural information from SAXS data.
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curve. The modeling of buﬀer and solvation-layer scattering by
implicit-solvent approaches require additional ﬁtting parameters that may reduce the amount of usable information. Further,
these methods have been primarily tested with pure-protein
systems; hence, they may require further reﬁnement for use
with PDCs. By addressing these two issues, we highlight
approaches and improvements that will best convert measured
SAXS patterns into knowledge about the solution PDC
ensemble.
Aqp0-βDDM Complex. We ﬁrst show an example PDC
representing the best single-structure ﬁt to experiment
according to WAXSiS29 (Figure 1A,B). PDCs snapshots after
∼100 ns of unbiased MD consistently showed slight
asymmetries in shape and were superior in terms of SAXSagreement than symmetric PDCs at ∼0 ns (Figure S2 in
Supporting Information (SI)). The corona surface exhibited
signiﬁcant roughness at all times after equilibration. In each
trajectory, 0−2 detergent molecules were found to diﬀuse into
bulk solvent, indicating a low bulk-exchange rate and
metastability of the corona.
Predicted SAXS curves based on the PDC snapshot (Figure
1C) show qualitative agreement with experiment. These curves
contain two structural properties of interest to us: (1) the
number of βDDM comprising the PDC (NβDDM, aggregation

he application of techniques such as small-angle X-ray/
neutron scattering (SAXS/SANS),1−5 mass-spectrometry,6 solution NMR,7,8 and Cryo-EM9 to membrane proteins
require their solubilization in membrane-mimicking detergent
molecules. The inﬂuence of the detergent corona in the
resulting protein−detergent complex (PDC) must then be
carefully accounted for,10−12 which has remained challenging
due to uncertainties about structural parameters such as
detergent aggregation numbers, distribution, and dynamics.
We clarify two signiﬁcant issues regarding the interpretation
of PDC SAXS patterns using atomistic models, by comparing
computed SAXS curves based on molecular dynamics
simulations (MD) of aquaporin-0 (Aqp0) solubilized in
dodecyl-β-maltoside (βDDM) with the experimental SAXS
curve measured by Pérez and co-workers3,13 using novel in-line
size-exclusion chromatography to remove pure-detergent
micelles.
First, we investigate the extent of conformational sampling
required to adequately describe the solution PDC ensemble.
The necessity of capturing such thermal ﬂuctuations in SAXS
prediction is highlighted by both its known importance for
proteins14−18 and also the widely varying diﬀusion rates
observed in previous PDC and micelle simulations.19−23
Thus, capturing these PDC shape and size variations in MD
may be required to reliably derive conclusions about PDC
structural parameters. Second, we test implicit-solvent and
explicit-solvent SAXS prediction software24−29 in the context of
mixed protein−detergent environments and examine their
ability to extract structural information from the experimental
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and compared to results from unrestrained simulations (Figure
S3 in SI). We found that backbone-restrained simulations lead
to a too-prominent double-peak, suggesting that the strict 4fold symmetry of the C-terminal tails present in the crystal
structure becomes smeared out in solution. On the basis of
these qualitative reproductions, the four SAXS prediction
software tools shown in Figure 1C were included for further
comparisons with MD simulations. (See discussions in SI for
excluded software.)
Contribution of Structural Variations to SAXS Patterns. The
remaining discrepancies of all computed SAXS patterns in
Figure 1C suggests that single structures extracted from MD
trajectories do not fully capture the characteristics of the
solution ensemble. This may be due to intrinsic structural
variations of PDCs, occurring both as conformational
ﬂuctuations in individual PDCs as well as variations in
detergent aggregation number NβDDM. We will examine the
two sources of variations below.
To test for SAXS contributions from conformational
ﬂuctuations, we simulated multiple PDCs trajectories with
NβDDM ranging between 250 and 330, and then computed
ensemble SAXS proﬁles based on frames between 90−100 ns of
MD trajectories, using the explicit-solvent calculations
described recently.18 These ensemble-based SAXS patterns
were compared with the above-mentioned SAXS prediction
tools, by computing their self-reported χ-agreement to
experiment, as shown in Figure 2. SAXS curves related to
these χ-values are shown in Figure S4 in SI. A comparison of
methodologies shows that WAXSiS and ensemble MD
approaches produce a strong discrimination between diﬀerent
NβDDM values (Figure 2A−C), with best agreement to
experiment at 290 (χensemble = 2.17). Implicit-solvent software
tools, in contrast, show (i) little discrimination between
diﬀerent NβDDM (Figure 2D−F, black bars) and (ii) higher χ-

Figure 1. Snapshot of a 290-βDDM PDC and predicted SAXS curves
using four SAXS predictors. Top view (A) and side view (B) with
detergent removed to reveal lipid tail structure. βDDM are shown as
spheres and aquaporin-0 are shown in cartoon form. (C) Predicted
SAXS intensities (in colors) scaled to the given experimental curve13
(gray) and vertically oﬀset for clarity. Software choices are labeled in
the legend. A pure βDDM-micelle SAXS curve taken from ref 30 is
also shown for comparison.

number) and its corona morphology, most visible from the
location and shape of a prominent minimum at q = 0.1 Å−1.
The presence of this sharp minimum suggests that the
experimental proﬁle contains information on the average size
of the PDCs; (2) detergent and Aqp0 organization, observed in
the double-peak feature at q ∼ 0.18 Å−1 contrasting a single
broad peak in pure micelles (Figure 1C, brown). To test if
ﬂuctuations of the protein inﬂuence the double-peak structure,
SAXS patterns of backbone-restrained PDCs were calculated

Figure 2. χ-agreement with experimental SAXS of Aqp0-βDDM complexes after 100 ns free simulations, as measured by the software’s self-reported
χ. Each data point represents average ± SEM of ﬁve replica, either with the solvation layer density parameters (C2) ﬁxed ad-hoc (gray, see main text
and Figure 3) or optimized to minimize χ (black). SAXS methods are ensemble MD using frames spanning 90−100 ns (A), combination of replica
into a single aggregate ensemble (B), WAXSiS (C), CRYSOL (D), FoXS (E), and AquaSAXS (F). SAXS patterns and χ-squared ﬁts corresponding
to (B) are shown in (G) in color.
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values, despite the fact that they allow the adjustment of more
ﬁtting parameters than explicit-solvent approaches (CRYSOL,
3; FoXS, 2; AquaSAXS, 2; WAXSiS, 1; ensemble, 1).
We discuss here the WAXSiS and ensemble results, which
can be directly compared because they used the same ﬁtting
metric. The general improvement in χ-values of ensemble
SAXS over WAXSiS predictions show that the inclusion of
detergent and backbone ﬂuctuations lead to improved accuracy.
The inclusion of only side chain and hydration-layer
ﬂuctuations, as employed by WAXSiS, does not fully capture
the solution ensemble. The poor χ values at high or low NβDDM
further suggests that PDCs possess only small variation in
NβDDM, with the maximum population likely determined, for
example, by the amount of detergent required to fully solubilize
the membrane protein.
We checked if χ-agreement could be further improved by
modeling a population of PDCs with the ﬁve NβDDM values
tested, but we do not ﬁnd signiﬁcantly better χ than the single
NβDDM = 290 result shown above (Figure S5 in SI). Finally, we
also tested to include residual pure-DDM micelles as a potential
source of contamination. This improves χ from 2.17 to 2.01,
but which is likely due to overﬁtting (see SI discussions). Thus,
the experimentally measured PDCs appear to be relatively pure
and composed of similar N βDDM , which permits size
information to be directly extracted from SAXS proﬁles
assuming a faithful reproduction of the solution PDC
conformations and suﬃciently detailed SAXS prediction
approaches.
Role of Fitting Parameters in Implicit Solvent Approaches. The
lack of χ-discrimination over NβDDM shown by all implicitsolvent approaches demands further investigation. In order to
model solvent scattering without a water model, these
approaches require at least two additional ﬁtting parameters:
C1, associated with the buﬀer contribution in the excluded
volume, and C2, the contribution of solvation layer around the
solute. Because these are the most likely sources of overﬁtting,
we inspect the C1 and C2-equivalent parameters in CRYSOL,
FoXS, and AquaSAXS (Figure 3). A primer on the calculation
and ﬁtting procedures adopted by these methods is available in
the SI.
The ﬁtted C1 and C2 parameters exhibit a linear dependence
upon NβDDM, although the relative magnitudes diﬀer signiﬁcantly. A comparison between NβDDM = 250 and 330 results
shows that an 18% increase in the number of solute atoms in
the PDC is associated with a ∼1% decrease of C1, and a 3-fold
decrease of C2. The small decrease of C1 is expected, because
addition of the less electron−dense βDDM will slightly
decrease the total buﬀer contrast. On the other hand, the C2
variations observed span ∼40 e nm−3, which is more than the
total excess solvation layer density measured in proteins (∼33 e
nm−3).31 Given the fact that the solvation environments
presented by polar βDDM head groups and exposed protein
residues are expected to be very similar, this magnitude appears
unphysical. The stark diﬀerence between the two parameters
suggests that implicit-solvation approaches primarily overﬁt
solvation-layer densities, and not buﬀer contributions, in order
to reconcile a suboptimal NβDDM with experiment.
We reinforce the above observations by using AquaSAXS to
scan minimum χ achieved, as a function of NβDDM, C1, and C2
within the software-speciﬁed ranges (Figure S6 in SI).
AquaSAXS reports a narrow range of acceptable C1 values,
within which minimum χ across all tested NβDDM are
comparable, and C2 variations are expectedly large as seen

Figure 3. Variations of solvent-related ﬁtting parameters from diﬀerent
SAXS predictors, plotted vs NβDDM. Each data point represents average
and SEM of ﬁve replica. Each plot is labeled with the source program
and nature of ﬁtting parameter. Left side: parameters controlling buﬀer
scattering (C1-like), including eﬀective atomic radii and excluded
volume. Right side: parameters controlling solvation layer scattering
(C2-like). Red dotted lines show program ﬁtting limits, and graydotted lines show the ad-hoc values used in Figure 2D−F
corresponding to ∼33 e nm−3.

above (Figure S6A,B in SI, gray area). On the other hand,
constraining C2 leads to a restoration of χ-discrimination
analogous to explicit-solvent results, because C1 cannot be
adjusted to overcompensate for incorrect NβDDM (Figure
S6C,D in SI). This comparison conﬁrms the solvation-layer
modeling and not background subtraction as the main source of
overﬁtting. To test if this ﬁnding holds for all implicit-solvent
tools, we ﬁxed the solvation-layer density parameters to an adhoc value motivated from proteins,31 which indeed restored
limited NβDDM-discrimination (Figure 2D−F, gray bars).
However, without a physical basis to ﬁx the solvation-layer
density according to the true underlying βDDM hydration, the
correct NβDDM cannot be determined. Instead, external
information on physically justiﬁed C2 values, such as through
training-sets or explicit water models, would directly improve
the predictive power of implicit-solvent SAXS software.
PDC Shape and Comparisons to Previous Work. As stated
above, individual PDCs possess signiﬁcant surface roughness
due to detergent motions (cf. Figure 1 and Figure S7 in SI).
However, these variations are smeared in average electron
density proﬁles (Figure S8 in SI), resulting in a smooth
micellular surface resembling the toroidal models of the DDM
corona.3,5 A detailed comparison of corona dimensions
between ensemble-MD data and one such Memprot model is
shown in Figure S9 in SI.
The density proﬁle also shared similar physical dimensions
with an independent all-atom model proposed by Pérez et al.13
(Figure S7 in SI). This Pérez model was generated by
constraining MD trajectories using the SAXS-derived physical
dimensions and appears slightly more compact than unre5118
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detergent rearrangements may occur on longer time scales.
Neither can we fully exclude a bias from the applied
CHARMM36 force ﬁeld nor a starting bias from ideal
preformed coordinates. These issues deserve further investigation.
While this work demonstrates a superior performance of
explicit solvent algorithms in deriving structural parameters of
PDCs from SAXS data, we emphasize that in broader contexts
both explicit and implicit methods are important in SAXS
analysis. Explicit-solvent methods are generally too computationally expensive for applications such as docking and
structure determination, where SAXS techniques are commonly
utilized. On the other hand, explicit-solvent simulations provide
a physical model of the solvation layer that can be used as a
guide in implicit-solvent modeling. Thus, a collaborative
development between multiple methods will best contribute
to SAXS interpretation, as ever more complex systems are
addressed.

strained simulations in this work. These pieces of information
suggest that implicit-detergent models and single-structure
based approaches carried out previously were optimized to the
solution ensemble underlying experimental SAXS and do not
inform upon the individual PDC ﬂuctuations. This subtle
diﬀerence may be responsible for a diﬀerent optimum NβDDM
identiﬁed (270,13 as opposed to 290 here). Alternatively, the
use of implicit hydrogen parameters in Pérez et al. may have
aﬀected optimum NβDDM estimations. These ﬁndings highlight
a necessity for caution when interpreting single-structure ﬁts to
a solution SAXS pattern.
Detergent Diff usion. A ﬁnal question pertains to suﬃcient
sampling of MD simulations, because detergent diﬀusion rates
vary widely. The comparison of 90−100 ns and 10−100 ns
electron densities (Figure S8 in SI), show that βDDM directly
adjacent to Aqp0 diﬀuse far slower than detergent in the corona
“bulk”. Although individual lipids are resolvable throughout the
corona on the 10 ns time scale, they disappear in the longer
average except at sites adjacent to Aqp0. Thus, the simulation
ensemble retains little of the starting bias that would otherwise
indicate insuﬃcient sampling. This retention of annular
detergents echoes the role of annular lipids known from
crystallography and membrane simulations. 32 The MD
observations here speciﬁcally show that Aqp0 also exerts stable
lipid sites in a micellular environment.
Summary. In this work, we conducted MD simulations of
Aqp0−βDDM complexes at a range of detergent aggregation
numbers and examined their agreement with the experimental
SAXS proﬁle. The extent of sampling required to replicate
experimental distributions, and the ability of a number of SAXS
predictors to detect optimal aggregation numbers (NβDDM) was
tested.
We found that explicit-solvent methods retrieve the NβDDM
information contained in SAXS patterns, but implicit-solvent
methods fail without additional physical knowledge. This was
due to the latter requiring free ﬁtting parameters for the
solvation layer density, which overcompensated for incorrect
NβDDM and resulted in near-equal χ-values for all structures.
Fixing this parameter to an arbitrary value restores χ
discrimination, but the optimum NβDDM is dependent on
both the value adopted and the program used. Thus, a
systematic method to estimate the solvation-layer density,
perhaps based on exposed chemical moieties, training sets, or
explicit-solvent simulations, would improve SAXS information
retrieval using implicit-solvent methods.
In terms of PDC shape and size distributions, we further ﬁnd
that a solution ensemble of independent MD trajectories can
accurately describe the SAXS curve, whereas individual
conformations cannot. This is due to necessary sampling of
disordered C-termini and detergent corona. The βDDM corona
is morphologically rough on the level of instantaneous
snapshots and does not correspond to the smooth densities
in the ensemble average. Because the experimental SAXS curve
reﬂects the scattering of the solution ensemble, we recommend
adopting ensemble-based approaches in PDC SAXS predictions
in order to account for the above-mentioned thermal
ﬂuctuations.
The SAXS patterns of the best model distribution yield a χ of
∼2.17, due to remaining deviations near the ﬁrst minima at q =
0.1 Å−1 (Figure 2B, green). We discarded the likelihood that
this was due to variations in experimental NβDDM. Some doubt
remains on the suﬃciency of our simulation time: although we
found metastability over 100 ns time scales, signiﬁcant

■

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Force Fields. The CHARMM36 force ﬁeld,33,34 as translated
into GROMACS,35,36 was used as a basis of all MD simulations,
using the version as of March 2014. Parameters for βDDM are
available in CHARMM36. Electrostatic interactions were
simulated with particle-mesh Ewald37 and Lennard-Jones
interactions scaled to zero between 10 and 12 Å with a
potential-shif t function.
Micelle formation. Preformed micelles are constructed by
aligning Aqp0 along the Z-axis and distributing detergent
molecules in a spiral around the transmembrane surface. NβDDM
between 250 and 330 were considered based on previous
work.13 Each molecule was rotated and oﬀset initially to
guarantee space between adjacent detergents, then packed via
rigid-body motions with a minimum 3.0 Å separation from
proteins and ∼1.2 Å from other detergents. Further packing
was carried out via 10 ns implicit solvent simulations with
protein-backbone restraints, using the generalized Born formalism and OBC method.38
MD Simulations. PDCs were solvated with CHARMM-TIP
3p water and 100 mM NaCl in a 163 Å dodecahedron box. A
total of 25 replica were simulated (5 at each NβDDM).
Equilibration was conducted via 2500 steps of energy
minimization with steepest descent, followed by thermalisation
and 20 ns backbone restrained simulations. NPT conditions
were maintained through velocity-rescaling (τt = 2.5 ps)39 and
Berendsen barostats (τp = 5 ps).40 The time step was set at 4 fs
to take advantage of virtual-site construction in GROMACS.
Production simulations were unrestrained, and the data
between 90−100 ns or 10−100 ns was taken for further
calculations, as noted in the Results.
SAXS Calculations. The SAXS predictors used in this study
include CRYSOL,24 FoXS,28 AquaSAXS,27 and WAXSiS.29
AXES26 and SoftWAXS25 were tested but have been excluded
from comparison due to our inability to ﬁx methodological
limitations. Scatter from BIOISIS41 was also examined but not
included. See the SI text for further details and program
parameters. For software tools requiring single input conformations, snapshots of PDCs at every 10 ns were used, with
the ﬁnal data at 100 ns presented in the main text. Ensemble
SAXS calculations was carried out with an in-house
GROMACS distribution.18,42 Authors of AquaSAXS have
kindly provided oﬄine executables. We also emphasize that
hydrogens must be explicitly included in FoXS and CRYSOL
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